FunTrain
Side-by-side tandem trailer

Cycling together becomes even more wonderful with the FunTrain. This side-by-side trailer is connected to the back of the Fun2Go using a towbar. This way the driver of the Fun2Go can now bring along three passengers.

The driver sits on the front side-by-side tandem and has full control over the whole train, as they are the only one that can steer and brake. On the FunTrain you are seated next to each other, so you can easily communicate with each other and enjoy the surroundings.

The FunTrain is equipped with an overrun brake. With the retractable nosewheel, a disconnected FunTrain is easy to move around.

“\textit{It is nice to be able to go out with three residents. They always look forward to the rides we make.}” – Kim

Benefits

- One supervisor can cycle with three passengers
- Easy to connect to the back of a Fun2Go
- Good overview and communication by sitting next to each other.
- Easily adjustable seat with back rest
- Disconnected FunTrain can be moved using the retractable nosewheel

Popular options/accessories

- Foldable footrest for passengers
- The choice if passengers of the FunTrain are forced to pedal along
- Seatbelts and armrests for extra safety
- Foot fixation for pedal adjustment
- Anti-puncture tyres